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中 文 摘 要 ： 混合迴歸又稱為切換式迴歸。它常用於分析含有隠藏獨立變數的資
料中因變數和獨立變數之關係，混合迴歸已經被廣泛的應用在許多
不同的領域，包括經濟、生物、流行病學、及工程上，長久以來也
一直是以模型分類為主軸的聚類分析之研究主題。韋伯分佈以常被
應用在存活分析、壽險、及可靠度分析等著稱，關於韋伯迴歸的推
廣與應用的研究一直都有大的需求，但是基於韋伯分佈之切換式迴
歸的研究目前很少看到。因此，針對二參數的韋伯分佈，我們發展
一種韋伯迴歸模型並提出對應的切換式迴歸模型。最大概似估計是
混合分群常用的估計方法，因為目標函數複雜使用逐步逼近的演算
法有其必要性，而EM演算法則是最常用的一種方法。EM演算法常為
人詬病的缺點包括其結果容易受到起始值的影響及收劍速度較慢
，因此精練EM演算法及慎選起始值或開起多個起始值也是必要的研
究。我們提出韋伯切換式迴歸模型，並且發展對應的EM演算法來估
計模型參數。模擬結果顯示所提的方法是可行的，可以成功的擮取
資料的關聯模式。實例應用亦顯示本研究所提出的方法具實用性。
中 文 關 鍵 詞 ： 混合迴歸模型，切換式迴歸，EM演算法，韋伯分佈, 韋伯切換式迴
歸
英 文 摘 要 ： Mixture regressions are also known as switching
regressions. They are used to determine the relationship
between variables from several unknown latent groups. It
has been widely applied in many areas such as econometrics,
biology, epidemiology, and engineering and has been a
longstanding topic in the research of model-based
clustering. The Weibull distribution is well known in the
applications of survival analysis, life insurance, and
reliability analysis. There is a great demand for research
in the area of Weibull regression models. Specifically,
there are few studies on switching regression models of
Weibull distributions. We develop a Weibull regression
model and propose an EM-based algorithm for switching
Weibull regressions. The mixture likelihood approach is a
popular clustering method, in which the EM algorithm is
used most often for deriving the maximum likelihood
estimates. It is well known that, in mixture models, the
performance of the EM algorithm heavily depends on the
choice of initial values and its convergence speed is
relatively low. Hence, in using EM for switching Weibull
regressions, the selection of good initial values or the
summarization of the outcomes from different sets of
initial values are important. In this research, we proposed
switching regression models for the Weibull distribution,
developed the EM-based algorithms to estimate model
parameters. Several simulation results show the proposed
methods are feasible in modeling the Weibull distributed
data. A real example is used to show the practicability of
the proposed method.

英 文 關 鍵 詞 ： Mixture regression models, Switching regressions, EM
algorithm, Weibull distribution, Weibull switching
regressions
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Abstract- Mixture regressions are also known as switching regressions. They are used to determine
the relationship between variables from several unknown latent groups. It has been widely applied in
many areas such as econometrics, biology, epidemiology, and engineering and has been a
longstanding topic in the research of model-based clustering. The Weibull distribution is well known
in the applications of survival analysis, life insurance, and reliability analysis. There is a great demand
for research in the area of Weibull regression models. Specifically, there are few studies on switching
regression models of Weibull distributions. We develop a Weibull regression model and propose an
EM-based algorithm for switching Weibull regressions. The mixture likelihood approach is a popular
clustering method, in which the EM algorithm is used most often for deriving the maximum
likelihood estimates. It is well known that, in mixture models, the performance of the EM algorithm
heavily depends on the choice of initial values and its convergence speed is relatively low. Hence, in
using EM for switching Weibull regressions, the selection of good initial values or the summarization
of the outcomes from different sets of initial values are important. In this research, we proposed
switching regression models for the Weibull distribution, developed the EM-based algorithms to
estimate model parameters. Several simulation results show the proposed methods are feasible in
modeling the Weibull distributed data. A real example is used to show the practicability of the
proposed method.

Keywords: Mixture regression models, Switching regressions, EM algorithm, Weibull distribution

1 Introduction
The Weibull distribution is suitable for modeling data from enormous diversity of applications
and disciplines. For instance, Murthy, Xie, Jiang(2004) gives many illustrative problems, say Tidal
height, Efficacy of treatment, Insurance claims, etc. The applications of Weibull models are prevailing
in several areas including medicine, economy, engineering, and biological sciences.
The standard Weibull distribution is a two-parameter model with density function given by
 t 
 t  −1
f (t ) =  exp  −  

   




 −1

 = t exp ( -t ) , t  0 .


where  ( or  ) and  are the scale and shape parameters respectively. The density of the Weibull
density is usually monotonically decreasing and unimodal.
The standard Weibull distribuiton is considered as a special case of the three-parameter Weibull
distribution with the following density.
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Additional to the scale and shape parameters, there is a location parameter  . We see that if
 =0, it is a standard Weibull distribution. A four-parameter Weibull distribution was proposed by
Kies (1958). Phani (1987) extended Kies’ model to a five-parameter Weibull distribution. The threeparameter Weibull distribution is a lower truncated Weibull distribution. Similarly, the versions of
upper truncated or truncated on both directions are constructed afterword. Mudholkar and Srivastava
(1993) proposed an Exponentiated Weibull Distribution which is a modification to the standard
Weibull model through the introduction of an additional parameter  >0.
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When ν = 1, the model reduces to the standard two-parameter Weibull model. There are many
other ‘generalized’ Weibull distributions which can be found in Lai (2014).

f (t ) =

(

)

1.1 Versions of Weibull regressions
Achcar, Faria, Souza (2015) and Jeon, Sohn(2015) considered a regression model for modelling
the manufacturing time using the Weibull distribution with the scale parameter and the Weibull
density are respectively given by
log(i ) =  20 +  21 x1i +  22 x2i ,

and

f (ti ) =  (ti )  −1 exp − (ti )   , ti  0 .
Caron, Sinha, Dey, Polpo (2017) use the c.d.f. of Weibull distribution

F ( ) = 1 − exp −( −  )  I (  ) where  =  X

as the link function to model the binary response variable. Hanagal D (2005) introduced a new
bivariate Weibull regression model by taking simple transformation to the bivariate exponential (BVE)
of Freund (1961). Hashimoto, Ortega, Cancho, Cordeiro (2010) proposed the log-exponentiated
Weibull regression models for interval-censored data. The survival function of Yi | x is given by




 y − xT    
S ( yi | x) = 1 − 1 − exp  − exp  i i   
 
  



Hubeaux, Rufibach (2014) considered a Weibull regression model using cox proportional hazard
model with the base line hazard function from Weibull distributions. The hazard function can be
written as

h( z | X ) = exp( X T  )h0 ( z) = exp( X T  ) z −1
Khan S (2018) considered the exponentiated Weibull baseline survivor function

(

T
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and showed that it is an accelerated failure time model (AFT model). Kim Y (2011) considered a
regression model using two-parameter Weibull distribution with the scale parameter (function)

 ( x) = exp( X T  ) . Mueller, Rigdon (2015) considered regression model based on Weibull
( = exp( X T  ),  ) which is the same as Kim Y (2011). Besides, Mueller, Rigdon (2015) also

considered a regression model with nonconstant scale parameters, that is,

Weibull

( = exp( X T  ),  = exp(− X T  )) . Ortega, Cordeiro, Hashimoto, Cooray (2014) considered a log-

linear regression model for the odd Weibull distribution with y = log(t ) . Its survival function is

 y − XT
S ( y ) = exp  − exp 






 .

Panza, Vargas (2014) considered the same model as Kim Y (2011) and applied it to control charts for
monitoring the shape parameter of a Weibull regression model. Some other Weibull regression models
are listed as follows. Prataviera, Ortega, Cordeiro, Pescim, Verssani (2018) proposed a new
generalized odd log-logistic flexible Weibull regression model. Silva, Ortega, Cordeiro (2009)
considered a log-extended Weibull regression model. Vigas, Silva, Louzada (2017) suggested the
Poisson-Weibull Regression Model. Carrasco, Ortega, Paula (2008) proposed Log-modified Weibull
regression models.
1.2 Mixture of Weibull regressions
A frequently used mixture regression for Weibull distributions is proportional hazard model
using the Weibull hazard as baseline hazard (ref. Mair, Hudec (2009), Zhang, Hua, Xu(2014) ).

Gebregziabher, Voronca, Teklehaimanot, Ana (2015) suggested Weibull mixture regressions for
marginal inference in zero-heavy continuous outcomes. They use a two-component mixture model
where one component is log-exponentiated Weibull regression and the other component is a
distribution with point-mass at zero (zero-degenerate distribution).
As the best of our knowledge, few studies consider the problems of Weibull switching regression
models because it is intractable. In this study, we propose a new version of Weibull regression model.
Based on the proposed model, we develop an EM-based algorithm for the estimations of mixture
Weibull regression models. Simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed method.

2 Regression models with Weibull distributions
Consider the standard Weibull distribution with density function

t 
f (t |  , ) =  
  
where,

 -1

  t  
exp  −   
    

(1)

 and  are the scale and shape parameters respectively. Let − −  = xT  , given x , we

have a Weibull regression model with covariate x . Note that Achcar, Faria, Souza (2015) and Kim
Y (2011) utilized

log ( −  ) = x' and  ( x) = exp( X T  ) respectively for Weibull regression

models. We came up this model because a pdf of the exponential family of distributions (ref. Meyers
et al. (2010)) has the following form,
 y − b( )

f ( y;,  ) = exp 
+ h( y ,  )  ,
(2)
 a( )

where  is a natural location parameter. For our models, let y = t  and  = − −  , the Weibull
p

density function satisfies (2) and let  = x ' γ =  0 +   i xi is a natural way to come up with a
i =1

regression model.
Note: given X

exp(1) , we have t =  X 1/ 

standard Weibull( ,  )

2.1.1 Mixture regression models with Weibull distributions
Mixture models are comprehensively summarized in McLachlan and Peel (2000). A finite
mixture model has the following form of density function
c

f (t | x, θ) =  i fi (t | x,i )
i =1

where C is the number of components or sub-models, π = (1,
C

that satisfy


i =1

i

 C )T are the mixing probabilities

= 1 , f i is the density of the i th sub-model with parameter  i for i = 1,

Suppose that D = {( x1 , t1 ),

,C .

, ( xn , tn )} is a given time-to-event data set drawn from populations

obeying a regression system with each independent observation x j = ( x j1,

, x jp )T  p and its

corresponding dependent time t j  . Assume i = (i , i )T and f i (t | x,  i ) follows Weibull
distribution (1) for i = 1,
γ = ( γ1 ,

, C . Let

y j|i = t j i , π = ( 1 ,

,  c ) be the mixing probabilities,

, γ C ) be the vector for sets of regression coefficients, and consider −i−| ji = X 'j i that is

i|j = (-X 'j i )-1/ , we have the likelihood function
i
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c
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L( γ, β, π | t, x) =   i fi (t j ; x j ,  i , i )  ij =   i Weibull(t j ;i|j , i )  ij .
z

z

where Weibull(t j ;i|j , i ) is the Weibull density (1) and zij is the unobserved index function that

zij = 1 if a datum ( x j , t j ) lies in the i th regression model, i = 1,

,C .

3. Estimations of mixture regression models with Weibull distributions
The EM algorithm is commonly used to maximize the log-likelihood of the mixture model by
treating z as missing data. This algorithm proceeds iteratively with two steps, E and M steps. Firstly
we assume the shape parameters, β = (1 ,

, C )T , are known and then extend to case of unknown

β next.

Assume β is known.
We incorporate the EM algorithm with the Newton method to derive the estimates of model
parameters.
B. Assume β is unknown
 and  are given in the Bayesian approach for the E-step, then, the formula in the E-step
A.

is exactly the same as the case of known  .

4 Simulation results
To show the efficacy of our proposed methods, we simulated some simple data and estimated by

proposed methods. The results convinced us that our proposed methods are feasible.
It is known that the mean of a random variable with Weibull distribution is

1
E (t ) =   1 + 
 

Fig. 1. function for mean of Weibull distribution versus parameters  and 
In Fig. 1, we exhibit the mean of Weibull distribution for possible scale and shape parameters. We
construct the response models for simulations based on this figure. When  is small, there is much
variation of t on small  . We obtained similar conclusions by the variance of Weibull distribution.
2
 
2  
1  
Var (t ) =   1 +  −   1 +    .
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In Fig. 2 we consider the single model regression of Weibull distribution with given  . One hundred
simulation runs are executed. In each run, we generated 70 observations which are uniformly selected
on (-1, 1) for a single covariate x. The shape parameter is 6. Fig.2(a) gives the scatter plot of data
generated from the final run of simulation with the mean response curve on it. Under the figure, the
corresponding parameters are listed. Fig. 2(b) display the scatter plot of the final-run-simulated data
also with the fitted curve on it. Under the figure, the estimated γ of the final run, and both the
mean and MSE of 100 estimated γ are listed. The formulas for mean and MSE are as
r

 ij =  ˆijk / r
k =1

and

MSE( ij ) =  (ˆijk −  ij ) / r , for i = 1,
r

2

, C , j = 1,

,p,

k =1

where C is the number of component models, r is the number of simulation runs, p is the
number of regression coefficients in each component model. As you can see, for the final run, the
estimated γ̂ is close to the true parameters. The Mean of γ̂ 1 =(-0.3203, -0.3179) are close to the true

 1 =(-0.3188, -0.3187) and the MSE of γ̂ 1 =(0.0009, 0.0011) are very small. The estimation results

are acceptable.

True γ

Run number=100
 1 =(-0.3188, -0.3187)
(Final run) Estimated γ
ˆ1 =( -0.3295, -0.3265)
Graph data: the simulated data of the last run
Mean of γ̂ 1 =(-0.3203, -0.3179)
MSE of γ̂ 1 =(0.0009, 0.0011)
(a) Lines: mean response (E(t))
(b) Dot lines: estimated mean response
( Eˆ (t ) )
Fig. 2. Single model with fixed β = 6, C=1, n=70, run 100 times

True γ and β
 1 =( -313.7207, 311.2793)
 1 =4
Graph data: the simulated data of the last run

Run number=100
(Final run) Estimated γ and β
ˆ1 =( -371.4099, 363.4383)
ˆ1 = 4.0159
Mean of γ̂ 1 =( -382.3381, 375.7026)
MSE of γ̂ 1 =( 25532, 26134)
(a) Lines: mean response (E(t))
(b) Dot lines: estimated mean response
( Eˆ (t ) )
Fig. 3. Single model with unknown β , C=1, n=100, run 100 times

In Fig. 3 we consider the single model regression of Weibull distribution again but with unknown  .
One hundred simulation runs are executed also. In each run, we generated 100 observations which
are uniformly selected on (-1, 1) for a single covariate x also. The true shape parameter of 4 is used
for generating data but is not used in fitting data. Since, the structure of Fig.3 is similar to Fig.2, we
go over the outcomes directly. Though the fitted model using data generated from the final run of
simulation is close to the true model, the MSE of γ̂ 1 =( 25532, 26134) are quite big. There must be
some wild estimates in some runs of our simulation. Hence, for case of unknown  ，the estimates
are not stable and need further investigation. We discuss this issue in the conclusion section.

True γ and β
 1 =( -0.3188, -0.3187),
 2 =( -0.0050, 0.0050)
 1 =6,  2 =6
N=(70,70)
Graph data: the simulated data of the last run

Run number=100
(Final run) Estimated γ and β
ˆ1 =(-0.3896, -0.3872),
ˆ2 =(-0.0027, 0.0025)
ˆ1 =5.9628, ̂ 2 =6.5023
Mean of γ̂ 1 =( -0.3113, -0.3013)
Mean of γ̂ 2 =( -0.0063, 0.0061)
MSE of γ̂ 1 =( 0.0039, 0.0040)
MSE of γ̂ 2 =(0.0000, 0.0000)
(a) Lines: mean response (E(t))
(b) Dot lines: estimated mean response ( Eˆ (t ) )
Fig. 4. Mixture model with unknown β , C=2, n=(70,70), run 100 times
From Fig. 3, we see the case with unknown  might need more investigation. Next, in Fig. 4, we
demonstrate the mixture regression with two-component models (C=2) with unknown  . Again, one
hundred simulation runs are executed also. In each run, we generated 70 observations which are
uniformly selected on (-1, 1) of covariate x for each component model. The true shape parameters of
(6,6) are used for generating data but is not used in fitting data. The structure of Fig. 4 is similar to
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 also, we go over the outcomes directly. The fitted models using data generated from
the final run of simulation are close to the true models. The MSE of γ̂ 1 =( 0.0039, 0.0040) are quite

small that we believe the fitting result in each simulation run is quite good.
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